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Computational Reproducibility

Starting with the same data, can you produce the same tables, figures, and quantitative
conclusions?



Experimental Replicability

Does repeating “the same” experiment and analyzing the resulting data the same way
give “substantially the same” result?

Variations: same lab, same reagents? different lab, different reagents?
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Frontispiece of R.A. Fisher’s (1935) The Design of Experiments:

I AM very sorry, Pyrophilus, that to the many (elsewhere enumerated) difficulties which
you may meet with, and must therefore surmount, in the serious and effectual
prosecution of experimental philosophy I must add one discouragement more, which will
perhaps as much surprise as dishearten you; and it is, that besides that you will find (as
we elsewhere mention) many of the experiments published by authors, or related to you
by the persons you converse with, false and unsuccessful (besides this, I say), you will
meet with several observations and experiments which, though communicated for true
by candid authors or undistrusted eye-witnesses, or perhaps recommended by your own
experience may, upon further trial, disappoint your expectation, either not at all
succeeding constantly or at least varying much from what you expected.

–Robert Boyle, 1673, Concerning the Unsuccessfulness of Experiments.



Fisher on experimental “proof”

. . . [N]o isolated experiment, however significant in itself, can suffice for the
experimental demonstration of any natural phenomenon; for the “one chance in a
million” will undoubtedly occur, with no less and no more than, its appropriate frequency,
however surprised we may be that it should occur to us. In order to assert that a
natural phenomenon is experimentally demonstrable we need, not an isolated
record, but a reliable method of procedure. In relation to the test of significance,
we may say that a phenomenon is experimentally demonstrable when we know how to
conduct an experiment which will rarely fail to give us a statistically significant result.

–Fisher, 1935, The Design of Experiments





Preproducibility

An experiment or analysis is preproducible if it has been described in adequate
detail for others to undertake it.

In a nutshell: Show Your Work!

Provide evidence that your claims are correct, and a way to check them
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What is the purpose of scientific publishing?

I Establish priority / get credit?

I Communicate claims?

I Provide evidence that claims are correct?

I Provide enough information that others can re-undertake and verify?

I Provide methods to others, to contribute to science as a societal undertaking?
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Buckheit and Donoho, 1995

An article about computational result is advertising, not scholarship. The actual
scholarship is the full software environment, code and data, that produced the
result.



By working preproducibly, you . . .

I allow others “without mistake, and with as little trouble as possible, to be able to
repeat such unusual experiments”

I make “multiplication” and “virtual witnessing” possible

I provide evidence that your claim is a fact



If you do not work preproducibly, you . . .

I merely advertise the result
I ask others to take the result on faith
I withhold crucial evidence needed to check, repeat, or use your work
I make actual replication/reproduction even less likely



Science should be show me, not trust me.

Nullius in verba



Many concepts, many labels, used inconsistently

I replicable
I reproducible
I repeatable
I confirmable
I stable
I generalizable
I reviewable
I auditable
I verifiable
I validatable

Generally about whether something happens again.

No term for “not enough information to try.”
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Preproducibility versus Reproducibility and Replicability

I A failure of preproducibility is often a failure of scientific communication.

I A failure of reproducibility or replicability could be a false discovery, a failure of
practice, or a sign of something scientifically interesting



Some ceteris assumed paribus . . . approximately.

I Similar result if experiment is repeated in same lab?
I Similar result if procedure repeated elsewhere, by others?
I Similar result under similar circumstances?
I Same numbers/graphs if data analysis is repeated by others?

With respect to what changes is the result stable?
Changes of what size?
How stable?
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What ceteris need not be paribus?

Science may be described as the art of systematic over-simplification—the art
of discerning what we may with advantage omit. —Karl Popper

Preproducibility means identifying, specifying, recording, and communicating those
things that we may not with advantage omit.
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Level of generalization defines scientific disciplines**

I If you want to generalize to all time and all universes: math

I If you want to generalize to our universe: physics

I If you want to generalize to all life on Earth: molecular and cell biology

I If you want to generalize to all fish: ichthyology

I If you want to generalize to TL strain of Danio rerio: I don’t know

I This animal in this lab in this experiment today: maybe not science?

Tolerable variation in conditions depends on the desired inference.

If variations in conditions that are irrelevant to the discipline cause the results to vary,
there’s a replicability problem: the outcome doesn’t have the right level of abstraction.

** “All science is either physics or stamp collecting.” —Lord Rutherford
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JBS Haldane, 1926. “On Being the Right Size,” Harper’s Magazine
You can drop a mouse down a thousand-yard mine shaft; and, on arriving at
the bottom, it gets a slight shock and walks away, provided that the ground is
fairly soft. A rat is killed, a man is broken, a horse splashes. For the resistance
presented to movement by the air is proportional to the surface of the moving
object. . . .

http://irl.cs.ucla.edu/papers/right-size.pdf


Abstraction and Replicability

I If something only happens under exactly the same circumstances, unlikely to be
useful.

I What factors may we, with advantage, omit?

I If attempt to replicate/reproduce fails, why did it fail? (cf Newton)
I effect is intrinsically variable or intermittent
I result is a statistical fluke or “false discovery”
I something that mattered was different

If the necessary qualification is too restrictive, the result might change disciplines.
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Questions

I materials, instruments, procedures, & conditions specified adequately to allow
repeating data collection?

I data analysis described adequately to check/repeat?
I code & data available to re-generate figures and tables?
I code readable and checkable?
I software versions and build environment specified adequately?
I what is the evidence that the result is correct?
I how generally do the results hold? how stable are the results to perturbations of the

experiment?
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Questions, questions

I What’s the underlying experiment?

I What are the raw data? How were they collected/selected?
I How were raw data processed to get “data”?
I How were processed data analyzed?
I Was that the right analysis?
I Was it done correctly?
I Were the results reported correctly?
I Were there ad hoc choices? Did they matter?
I What other analyses were tried? How was multiplicity treated?
I Can someone else use the procedures and tools?
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Variation: wanted and unwanted

I study population, survey wording, genotype, biology, lab, procedures, handlers,
reagents, feed/diet, water circulation, water quality, temperature, pH, conductivity,
noise, visual background, size of cross-breeding cohorts, subclinical infections . . .

I Want results stable wrt some kinds of variability

I OTOH, variability itself can be scientifically interesting
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Figure 1: Kafkafi et al.



Computational p/reproducibility

I Variation with analysis/methodology & implementation of tools
I Undesirable for analysis to be unstable, but algorithms matter, numerics matter, . . .
I Relying on packaged/commercial tools can be a problem
I Adopt tools from software development world:

I revision control systems (not, eg, Dropbox or Google Docs)
I documentation, documentation, documentation
I coding standards/conventions
I pair programming
I issue trackers
I code reviews (and in teaching, grade students’ code, not just their output)
I unit tests, regression tests, coverage checks
I continuous integration; automation
I scripted analyses: no point-and-click tools, especially spreadsheet calculations



Spreadsheets might be OK for data entry. Not for calculations

I Conflates input, code, output, presentation

I UI invites errors, then obscures them
I Debugging extremely hard
I Unit testing hard/impossible
I Replication hard/impossible
I Code review hard
I According to KPMG and PWC, over 90% of corporate spreadsheets have errors
I Bug in the PRNG for many generations of Excel, allegedly fixed in Excel 2010.
I Other bugs in Excel +, *, statistical routines; PRNG still won’t accept a seed; etc.

%5Bhttp://www.theregister.co.uk/2005/04/22/managing_spreadsheet_fraud/
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Relying on spreadsheets for important calculations is like driving drunk:

No matter how carefully you do it, a wreck is likely.



2014 Coverity study

I 0.61 errors per 1,000 lines of source code in open-source projects

I 0.76 errors per 1,000 lines of source code in commercial software

I Scientists generally don’t use good software engineering practices, so expect worse
in practice.

http://go.coverity.com/rs/157-LQW-289/images/2014-Coverity-Scan-Report.pdf
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Thermo ML: ~20% of papers that otherwise would have been accepted had serious
errors.

http://trc.nist.gov/ThermoML.html


Stodden (2010) Survey of NIPS re code & data:

Excuse code data

Time to document and clean up 77% 54%
Dealing with questions from users 52% 34%
Not receiving attribution 44% 42%
Possibility of patents 40% N/A
Legal Barriers (i.e. copyright) 34% 41%
Time to verify release with admin N/A 38%
Potential loss of future publications 30% 35%
Competitors may get an advantage 30% 33%
Web/disk space limitations 20% 29%

I.e., Fear, greed, ignorance, & sloth
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Hacking the limbic system

If I say just trust me and I’m wrong, I’m untrustworthy.

If I say here’s my work and it’s wrong, I’m honest, human, and serving scientific progress.

Science should be “help me if you can,” not “catch me if you can.”
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Revision-control systems for teaching, research, collaboration

I Teaching use cases:
I submit homework by pull request (can see commits)
I collaborate on term projects, create project wikis
I use for timed exams: push at a coordinated time, pull requests
I supports automation, including code testing

I Research use cases
I 1st step of new project: create a repo
I commits leave breadcrumbs; all changes visible & attributable
I notes, code, manuscripts, etc. (not ideal for large datasets)
I issue trackers
I automated testing & package deployment
I know last version that worked

I Collaboration use cases
I parallel development & feature implementation through branches
I can find last working version of code; blame



Scripts & notebook-style tools

I Jupyter (Sweave and knitR are great for papers; less good for workflow), . . .

I leave breadcrumbs
I readable
I easy to re-run and modify analysis
I easy to build on previous analyses
I not ideal for production code, packages/libraries, testing
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Preproducibility is collaboration w/ people you don’t know,

including yourself next week.

Preproducibility & collaboration

I same habits, attitudes, principles, and tools facilitate both
I develop better work habits, computational hygiene
I analogue of good lab technique in wet labs
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Why work p/reproducibly?

There is only one argument for doing something; the rest are arguments for
doing nothing. The argument for doing something is that it is the right thing
to do.
—Cornford, 1908. Microcosmographia Academica



My top reasons:

1. I feel good about it.

2. Others can check my work and correct it if it’s wrong.
3. Others (including me) can re-use and extend my work more easily.
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I Scripted analyses: no point-and-click tools, especially spreadsheet calculations

I Revision control systems
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I Coding standards/conventions
I Pair programming
I Issue trackers
I Code reviews (and in teaching, grade students’ code, not just their output)
I Code tests: unit, integration, coverage, regression; automation
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Integration tests

Figure 2: Integration testing

http://imgur.com/qSN5SFR by Datsun280zxt



Checklist
1. Don’t use spreadsheets for calculations.

2. Script your analyses, including data cleaning and munging.

3. Document your code.

4. Record and report software versions, including library dependencies.

5. Use unit tests, integration tests, coverage tests, regression tests.

6. Avoid proprietary software that doen’t have an open-source equivalent.

7. Report all analyses tried (transformations, tests, variable selection, model selection,
etc.), not just the final analysis

8. Make code and code tests available.

9. Make data available in an open format; provide data dictionary.

10. Publish in open journals.



Why open publication?

I Research funded by agencies

I Conducted at universities by faculty et al.

I Refereed/edited for journal by faculty at no cost to journal

I Pages charges paid by agencies

I Exclusionary & morally questionable for readers have to pay to view



ARL 1986-2016 Also CFUCBL rept

http://arl.nonprofitsoapbox.com/storage/documents/expenditure-trends.pdf
http://evcp.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/FINAL_CFUCBL_report_10.16.13.pdf


What’s the role of a journal?

I Gatekeeping/QC by editors & referees

I Dissemination/discoverability

I Archive





It’s hard to teach an old dog new tricks.

So work with puppies!
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Created in 2015. Joint undergrad/grad

I Git, Github, issue trackers
I pair programming; in-class code reviews
I unit tests, integration tests
I automation, make, Github actions
I Jupyter, python, PEP-8, PEP-257
I virtual machines, containers, myBinder
I yaml for requirements
I contribute, code, documentation, & tests to open-source software projects



Teach by doing science preproducibly; don’t focus on tools.

Eyes on the code, not just the output!

Main assignments in 2021:

I reproducing calculations in Cicchetti’s expert report re voter fraud
I reproducing SIR models of COVID-19 spread and mortality
I implementing several approaches to exact confidence bounds for binomial an

hypergeometric
I implementing nonparametric confidence bounds for causal inference w binary

outcomes
I application to the efficacy of Regeneron antibody cocktail for preventing COVID-19
I contributing to cryptorandom and permute

All work done using Git, JupyterLab (python & some R); collaboration by Slack.

Work submitted using Git Classroom

Daily practice of good “computational hygiene” to do useful work



2019

I reproduce/critique study of impact of land use on food contamination
I reproduce/critique study of impact of climate change on violent crime
I critique study of impact of player skin tone on soccer penalties











Pledge

A. I will not referee any article that does not contain enough information to
tell whether it is correct.
B. Nor will I submit any such article for publication.
C. Nor will I cite any such article published after [date].

See also Open science peer review oath http://f1000research.com/articles/3-271/v2



Show your work!



Resources

I Data Carpentry, Software Carpentry
I RunMyCode, Research Compendia, FigShare
I Jupyter (>40 languages!), Sweave, RStudio, knitr
I Reproducibility initiative

http://validation.scienceexchange.com/#/reproducibility-initiative
I Best practices for scientific software dev http://arxiv.org/pdf/1210.0530v4.pdf
I Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology
I Was ist open science? http://openscienceasap.org/open-science/

http://www.datacarpentry.org/
http://software-carpentry.org/
http://www.runmycode.org/
http://researchcompendia.org/
https://figshare.com/
http://jupyter.org/
https://www.statistik.lmu.de/~leisch/Sweave/
https://www.rstudio.com/
http://yihui.name/knitr/
https://www.faseb.org/Portals/2/PDFs/opa/2016/FASEB_Enhancing%20Research%20Reproducibility.pdf

	Show your work!

